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Diamond Magic is back in a DELUXE version, now with Free Spins and four different Buy Bonus 
modes. A luxurious game that’s overflowing with sparkling diamond magic.

Diamond Magic Deluxe is a 5x3-reel slot game with 10 paylines. Features include Free Spins with Expanding 
Wilds with Multipliers.

Aim to land three, four, or five gold ingot SCATTERS to trigger five, seven, or ten FREE SPINS. Never take your 
eye off the most precious gem—the diamond, which is the WILD symbol, as this is where the magical spin 
comes in: During Free Spins, the diamond Wilds can land on any of the reels and have a win multiplier of up 
to 5x. The multipliers that fall on the same payline are summed up. 

When the Wild symbols land on reels 2, 3, or 4 they expand over the entire reel to then trigger a RESPIN. 
Wilds substitute all symbols. 

Diamond Magic also comes with two added features: a GAMBLE FEATURE that offers you the option of doubling 
your winnings up to five times, and four BUY BONUS that you can use to buy different numbers of spins. 

Revel in this extravagant, yet classic slot. You cannot say a spin is over until those Wilds stop appearing.
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Game features

FREE SPINS
Landing 3, 4, or 5 Scatter symbols triggers 5, 7, or 10 
Free Spins. During Free Spins, Wild symbols can land on 
any of the reels and have a win multiplier value of up to 
x5. The Multipliers on Wild symbols on the same payline 
are summed up and displayed as a Total Multiplier. The 
Total Multiplier is the maximum potential multiplier for a 
winning line.

Landing 3, 4, or 5 Scatter symbols during Free Spins 
triggers 5, 7, or 10 Free Spins respectively.

WILD RESPIN
During the base game, Wild symbols land on reels 2, 3, 
and 4 only. Wilds expand over the entire reel, substitute 
for all symbols except for Scatters, and trigger a Respin. 
During a Respin, the reels with the Wild symbols stay 
locked and the remaining reels spin again.

BUY BONUS
The player can choose between four different Buy Bonus 
modes:

› 3 Scatters to trigger 5 Free Spins

› 4 Scatters to trigger 7 Free Spins

› 5 Scatters to trigger 10 Free Spins

› ? Scatters to trigger an unknown number of Free Spins

GAMBLE FEATURE 
Press the gamble button to gamble any win, then select 
the red or black card. The win is doubled if the correct 
choice is made. Winnings can be gambled up to 5 times. 

The Gamble Feature can be enabled or disabled in the 
Settings menu. If the Gamble Feature is enabled, press the 
spin button to collect a win and spin again. Alternatively, 
press the ‘Collect’ button to only collect a win. 

The Gamble Feature may be disabled in some jurisdictions.
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INFORMATION
Game ID (Stage and Production)
Game Resolution
Hit Frequency (10 Lines)
Channels 
Std. deviation
Volatility

WIN
Average win
Maximum win/bet base 
Maximum win/bet

RTP

Total RTP

353
16:9
21.27%
Mobile and desktop
11.78%
Very high

4.52
140
20,000

96.19%


